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"What&apos;s more valuable than priceless?"Ã‚Â Find out here in book 3 in the Crime Travelers

Series.Also available: Book 1: BRAINWASHED & Book 2: DIAMONDS ARE FOR NEVER for  Ages

8 - 14 Grades: 3 - 8 |Ã‚Â Now with over 300 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCES plus illustrative maps!

Funny. Smart. Action.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â "If it&apos;s opposite day, it could already be opposite of opposite,

which would be confusing." If you find this line puzzling then you might understand why the kids of

the New Resistance are able to rattle the Good Company yet again in Priceless.Lucas Benes faces

his greatest challenge yet when he finds a secret message from his mother hidden inside a sunken

cargo container. In a near-death scuba diving experience, Lucas and the New Resistance kids learn

that Good Company CEO Siba GÃƒÂ¼nerro--along with her newest and most beautiful

Curukians--is planning a massive art heist. Lucas and friends scour the Spanish countryside looking

for clues. But to unravel the mysteries of both the robbery and the cryptic message, Lucas must first

discover the only thing that is worth more than priceless.This funny and exciting middle-grade series

with short chapters is perfect for middle school reading lists, holiday gifts, and travel guides for

children. Parents, teachers, and librarians will appreciate the action-adventure, the worldwide

geography, and appropriate language for ages 9 - 14. If your kids love excitement, don&apos;t miss

this action-packed read! Collect all three!
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I downloaded a copy of this book onto my tablet, but before I could get started with it, my

12-year-old son stole my tablet so he could read it first!! He loved it so much that we ordered a copy

of the book on  so he could read it again without hiding my iPad from me. We enjoyed this 3rd book

as much as the first two books in the series!! What a fun read! We both learned something about the

geography of Spain, and got an art history lesson in the process!Lucas Benes and his globe-trotting

New Resistance friends have no fear as they take on Siba Gunerro, CEO of The Good Company

and her latest group of Curukian thugs. Lucas is relentless in his quest to take down The Good

Company, and in the process uncovers the real meaning of the "Priceless" message left to him by

his mother.The true beauty of this series are the educational and moral lessons that are woven into

the stories in a fun, adventurous way that keeps young readers engaged. We would definitely go

watch a movie(s) based on this series!!!

As a traveler and multilingual teacher, Paul has clocked nearly half his life outside the US. When he

was a teenager, he slept on the streetsof London to watch a royal wedding. He took the  CIA exam 

because he wanted tobe a spy for the good guys (and not the Good Company). He was an au pair

in France and built a children&apos;s library in Africa."I write shorter stories that I would have

wanted to read when I wasten, eleven, twelve-- realistic and exciting  international espionage 

novels steeped in mystery, intrigue, and deception. I want children to see that the impossible may in

fact be possible, and that children may have more power than they think. This middle school series

is set in international locales because travel has made me feel alive and given me an insatiable

curiosity to learn.A former middle school teacher, Aertker says he writes for this age group because

he relates to it."I act like a child," he says with a laugh. "My emotional level doesn&apos;t really go

past age eleven! For me to write for this age group is easy because I can get there pretty quickly."

I loved this book !! Another good one, just when you think Things are safe, Lucas surprises us by

going back into a potential dangerous situation.

This was a gift for a child that loved mysteries, loved reading but wasn't the best reader. It kept the

child's interest and accomplished the practice of reading as well. The book wasn't too childish for

this child as they are an older reader.



Happy to get this series for my grandson. He said he has been enjoying these books.

New author for me. Interesting story with the young crime fighters. Good storyline. Good read.

Highly recommend.

Wonderful series with plenty of action and humor, peppered with tons of geographic references.

Recommended for smart globally-minded kids.
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I downloaded a copy of this book onto my tablet, but before I could get started with it, my 12 year

old son stole my tablet so he could read it first!! He loved it so much, that we ordered a copy of the

book on  so he could read it again without hiding my iPad from me. We definitely enjoyed this 3rd

book as much as the first two books in the series!! What a fun read! We both learned something

about the geography of Spain, and got an art history lesson in the process!Lucas Benes and his

globe trotting New Resistance friends have no fear as they take on Siba Gunerro, CEO of The Good

Company and her latest group of Curukian thugs. Lucas is relentless in his quest to take down The

Good Company, and in the process uncovers the real meaning of the "Priceless" message left to

him by his mother.The true beauty of this series are the educational and moral lessons that are

woven into the stories in a fun, adventurous way that keeps young readers engaged. We would

definitely go watch a movie(s) based on this series!!!

YOUR KIDS ARE GOING TO LOVE THIS BOOK! It's a book kids read without realizing that they

are reading! Adventure, plot shifts across the globe, kid-empowerment, and big issues in a breezy,

'kid brain voice' style. "Righty Tighty Lefty Loosey!" My son was completely engrossed, especially

with the maps, working out where we live in relation to Argentina, Spain, Bangladesh and places in

between. I especially liked that the book dealt with big global problems like trafficking, and idea theft

in ways that engaged but didn't scare my son. The 'cool' kids in the book have and conquer fears,

while knowing things like the tune to the Argentine national anthem. Priceless is a kid-captivating

and a door-opening book. For parents, it reminded me a little of the Grand Budapest Hotel, it can be

taken in on many levels, from some great laughs - "he had traveled so much his jet lag had almost



lapped him and canceled itself out" - to enduring questions of good and evil.
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